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1.1 Create document library
Before you start
Are your documents ready?
1. Where possible use PDF formats as they are the
most universally accessible.
2. Remember that documents can become very
large, especially if they include a lot of images,
and that large data items use storage space on
the device and may cost more money to
transfer.
3. Do you wish to categorise your documents in
(eg) training manuals, data sheets, etc?

Why would I use a document
library?
1. Reference guides for Health & Safety (may be a
requirement in some areas)
2. Centrally up-dated reference manuals for safety
standards such as electrical codes (check
copyright regulations).
3. Training manuals.
4. Pricing tables.
5. NOT suitable for any documents that need
acknowledgement, such as Terms & Conditions
for a customer or compulsory training units for
operatives, as they are purely for reference. If
acknowledgement is required, create a template
(on-line documentation) which links to the
document and contains a signature capture
item ('Item Type - Signature capture' in the online documentation)

Overview of process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 1. Create a document library list
Step 2. Create categories
Step 3. Add documents
Step 4. Link to your devices

Step 1. Create a document library list
1. Create a list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation) on the server called 'Document library'. If

visible, make a note of the Id of this list.

Step 2. Create categories
1. Create another new list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation) for one of the categories (eg enter
'Training manuals' in the description).
2. In the Additional attributes tab ('Create list' in the on-line documentation) tick the box that says
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“associated image/document”.

3. Return to the “Document library” list created above (or to the category above if creating a hierarchy)
and create a new entry ('List entries' in the on-line documentation) corresponding to your new list (eg
'Training manuals').

4. Select the list name in the “cascading child list” drop-down.

5. Repeat Step 2 for all categories. If further levels (or hierarchy) are required, substitute the parent
name where 'Document library' is used here. In other words, if 'Training manuals' needed to contain a
number of 'Level 1' documents, 'Level 2' documents and 'Level 3' documents you may wish to create
sub-categories where 'Training manuals' was the parent (ie substituted for 'Document library' in the
above steps) and 'Level 1' was the list name selected as the child in step 2.4 above (then 'Level 2' and
'Level 3'). See Concepts - Cascading Lists (on-line documentation) for more details on the subject.

Step 3. Add documents
1. From the list of Lists, click on the link for 'list entries' that is associated with your category list (eg
Training manuals).
2. Click Add Item (or click on an existing one to edit it).
3. Select the Additional Attributes tab (probably the first one but it depends how many attributes are
attached to the list items). Click on the link next to 'Associated image or document' and an Upload
Files dialogue box will appear. Use the Select button to open the familiar windows browsing dialog

box.

4. Don't forget to save.
5. Repeat this process for all categories.
6. Use this process regularly to keep documents up-to-date.
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Step 4. Link to your devices
1. Contact magic5 support to have the library linked to your devices. If you have the Id of your Document
library this will be useful and magic5 support can help you to identify this.
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1.2 Create text snippets
Before you start

Why would I use text snippets?

1. Collect these together frequently used phrases,
making sure you know where they are used.
2. The expanded text can usually be edited if
required (a particular set up for findings
excludes this option) so it is possible to leave
gaps for variable pieces of data (such as "there
are windows" allowing the user to insert the
number of windows in the gap).
3. If there are a large number of text snippets or
you wish to organise them according to
particular forms or entry areas, split them into
manageable groups and create a list of each
group.

1. Commonly used phrases can be entered
quickly.
2. Long words and complicated spellings can be
tricky with some device keyboards.
3. Editing time for reports is shorter when spelling
and phrasing is clear and concise.

Overview of process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 1. Create a text snippet list
Step 2. Add text snippet list entries
Step 3. Identify the text snippet for text entry
Step 4. Receive updates on the device

Step 1. Create a text snippet list
1. Create a list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation) on the server called 'Text snippets'. If more
than one list is being created you may wish to give it a more descriptive name such as 'Brickwork
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condition' or 'Follow-up requirements'.

Step 2. Add text snippet list entries
1. Click on the list entries link next to 'Text snippets' (or whatever name you have chosen). This will
show you the existing entries and allow you to add more.
2. Click the Add Item button and fill in the short name that you wish your device user to chose.
3. Click on the first Additional Attributes which will contain the 'Expanded text' attribute created in Step
1.
4. Enter the expanded text that you wish to populate your text box and appear on the report.

Step 3. Identify the text snippet for text entry
1. Select your template from the template list and move to the text box that will be populated by the text
snippets. If you have not yet created your template or text box you may wish to look at the template
(on-line documentation) and the text box ('ItemType - Text item' in the on-line documentation) help
pages.
2. Click on the text box to open the dialogue box and select the Advanced tab.
3. Click on the first unpopulated drop-down box and select 'Text snippets' (or other name) from the list.
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4. Up to 4 Text snippet lists can be added to a text box.

5. Don't forget to save.

Step 4. Receive updates on the device
1. Log onto magic5 on your device.
2. Select Receive Updates to download the changes.
3. When you are ready to use the snippets in a form, press and hold on the text box to activate the list

and select the appropriate one.
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1.3 Use display conditions to show/hide items or
sections
Before you start
1. Which parts of the template do you wish to
conditionally show or hide? Identify the areas
that are cluttering up the forms on the device and
may be used only on rare occasions.
2. Is there a simple condition that can be used to
decide when it needs to be available to the
device user? Write a list of the occasions on
which they are required (or not required) and look
for common conditions. Simplify the condition
including assessment on whether it should apply
to showing or hiding. Identify whether the
condition applies within the template or as an
external action - in other words is it better to
show/hide part of this template or would it make
sense to use a template action to create a
summary form or new form.
3. Do you wish to apply any conditions to the
report? Apply similar considerations for
occasions when parts of the report will or will not
be required.

Why would I use wish to
show/hide item sections?
Common uses include
1. De-clutter device screens for normal situations to
improve speed of data collection
2. Guide device users through which prompts need
to be filled in to improve the accuracy of data
collection
3. Provide concise and focussed reports for your
customers or for your own records

Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step 1. Identify all the internal ids and unique names.
Step 2. Open the setup for the part that is to be hidden/shown
Step 3. Type in the condition.
Samples 1. Evaluated on the device
Samples 1. Evaluated on the server

Step 1. Identify all the internal ids and unique names
1. Internal ids and/or unique names will be required in the conditional statement. It will help if these are
written down for reference as they need to be replicated exactly and are case sensitive.
2. Many conditions rely on knowing the internal id for list entries. To make this easier they are shown in
the list entries list.
3. Unique names are also important in creating conditions. Creating meaningful ones will be helpful for
future amendments or for reading the conditions that you are about to set up. They usually appear in
the Advanced tab of an item but may be elsewhere in some cases.
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Step 2. Open the setup for the part that is to be hidden/shown
1. This will be either:
1. An item type (evaluated on the device)
2. A section in a template (evaluated on the device)
3. A template action (evaluated on the server)
2. All of these are available through Setup/Maintenance->Maintain Templates->[your template name]

3. The conditions are entered on the tab called 'Display Conditions (advanced)' or just 'Conditions
(advanced)'. There are usually 2 conditions that can be attached to an item which enables both a true

and a false condition to be set up.

4. NB If a multiple-choice item type is referred to, it may need a scoring

Step 3. Type in the condition.

conditionType

Evaluated on the device
resultValue – test the result of (ie data entered in) an item on the form
workOrderValue – test the value of an item in the associated job sent
from the server
customerAttribute – test for an attribute of the current customer
locationAttribute – test for an attribute of the current location
buttonSequences – test for whether a sequence of action buttons on the
form have been activated
listItemAttribute – test for an attribute of a list-based answer on the
form

Evaluated on the server
©2017 Cadence Computing Limited. All Rights Reserved. Menus, prompts, fields and options are based on a typical installation
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resultValue – test the result of an item on the form
customerAttribute – test for an attribute of the current customer
locationAttribute – test for an attribute of the current location
hasFollowUp – test for whether the current form has associated followup actions
hasOutstandingFollowUp – test for whether the current form has
outstanding follow-up actions
hasJob – test for whether the current form is associated with a job
This refers to the thing that is to be evaluated, whether in the template or in
the job definition. It might be the unique name, an internal id or an attribute
(see Concepts - Attributes (on-line documentation) for more details).

uniqueName(or
attribute or
Be aware of the following:
id)

Device-side tests on list entries use the list entry id, whilst the serverside uses the list entry text.
Attributes are either standard or bespoke.
Unique names are case sensitive so make sure the capitals are in the
right place.

testType

valueToTest

This is the type of test you’re doing. You can use:
equals – test for a specific value
notequals – test for the value not being the specified one
empty – test for whether no value is present
notempty – test for whether any value is present
isoneof – test for a number of values (separate each value with a
comma)
morethanxdaysagoorempty – test whether a date item has a value more
than the specified number of days ago (or it’s empty)
complete – test whether a sequence of action buttons has been fully
completed
incomplete – test whether a sequence of action buttons is incomplete
This is the answer to test against.
For a tick/checkbox it needs to be Yes or No
For text-based answers it’s just the text
For list-based answers on the device, use the internal Id of that list entry
For list-based answers on the server, use the text of the list entry

Samples 1. Evaluated on the device

With reference to the list above, the item to which the condition is attached will only display if ...
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1. resultValue;visitStatus;equals;5993
looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form having an answer of “Await parts”
2. resultValue;visitStatus;isoneof;5993,5992
looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form having an answer of “Await parts” or “Re-visit”
3. resultValue;visitStatus;notequals;5991
looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form not having an answer of “Complete”
4. resultValue;revisitRequired;equals;Yes
looks for the “revisitRequired” tick/checkbox being ticked/checked
5. resultValue;lastVisit;morethanxdaysagoorempty;100
looks whether the “lastVisit” date item is more than 100 days ago
6. customerAttribute;haveBankDetails;equals;No
looks for the “haveBankDetails” attribute of the current customer being “No”
7. locationAttribute;isSpecialContract;equals;Yes
looks for whether the “isSpecialContract” attribute of the current location is “Yes”
8. listItemAttribute;fittingType:isSpecial;equals;Yes
looks for whether the “fittingType” list item selected has its “isSpecial” attribute set to “Yes”
9. workOrderValue;warrantyType;equals;1234
looks for whether the “warrantyType” specified in the job is a list entry with id 1234
10. locationAttribute;isSpecialContract;equals;Yes
looks for whether the “isSpecialContract” attribute of the current location is “Yes”
11. listItemAttribute;fittingType:isSpecial;equals;Yes
looks for whether the “fittingType” list item selected has its “isSpecial” attribute set to “Yes”

Samples 2. Evaluated on the server- The item to which the condition is attached will
only display if ...
1. resultValue;visitStatus;equals;Await
parts looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form having an answer of “Await parts”
2. resultValue;visitStatus;isoneof; Await parts, Re-visit
looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form having an answer of “Await parts” or “Re-visit”
3. resultValue;visitStatus;notequals; Complete
looks for the “visitStatus” item on the form not having an answer of “Complete”
4. resultValue;revisitRequired;equals;Yes
looks for the “revisitRequired” tick/checkbox being ticked/checked
5. resultValue;lastVisit;morethanxdaysagoorempty;100
looks whether the “lastVisit” date item is more than 100 days ago
6. customerAttribute;haveBankDetails;equals;No
looks for the “haveBankDetails” attribute of the current customer being “No”
7. locationAttribute;isSpecialContract;equals;Yes
looks for whether the “isSpecialContract” attribute of the current location is “Yes”
8. hasFollowUp;;equals;True
looks for whether the current form has follow-up actions

Troubleshooting
1. When dealing with multiple-choice items it may be necessary to assign a score to 1 or more of the list
entries (on-line documentation) in order to make the condition work.
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1.4 Use images instead of lists or buttons
Before you start

Why would I change to icons?

What icons would you like to use? Which lists will
be converted to icons?
1. If you do not have any icons or do not wish to
make your own, magic5 has a couple of designs
here.
2. Identify the list that will use icons. They can
have no more than 3 items equivalent to YES,
NO and N/A.

Advantages include
1. Quick and accurate recording of data
2. Icons tailored to your industry and accessible to
all workers
3. Clear device screens and attractive reports

Overview of process
1. Step 1. Prepare your icons
2. Step 2. Associate the icons with the appropriate list and list entries
3. Step 3. Amend the template to use images instead of a 'normal' list or multiple choice

Step 1. Prepare your icons
1. Download icons from magic5 to see whether they suit your purposes. For example, the answers
required below are simply 'yes' or 'no'. Radio buttons ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line
documentation) with the words "yes" and "no" could have been used but the icons are easier to
identify and to touch with a finger. Both 'yes' and 'no' answers have an off-state that is a transparent
circle with "Y" or "N" in it. When 'clicked' the icon changes to the on-state, showing a different colour
for 'yes' or 'no'. This is a particularly popular scenario as, with suitably worded questions, desirable
answers are shown in green and undesirable in red.
This requires 4 icons: on_yes.png, off_yes.png, on_no.png, off_no.png which are all available in the

download.
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2. If magic5 icons are unsuitable, create your own using icon building software. This may be possible
in Paint or Microsoft Word (using drawing tools or clipart) but remember to reduce the size to 48x48
pixels.
This example is not currently available in the download but gives an idea of what may be created.
Again the off-state is transparent but this time both positive and negative on-states are coloured
yellow. This is also effective as the eye is drawn to the coloured rather than non-coloured smiley but
be sure that the positive and negative answers are always on the same side to avoid confusion when

entering data or reading.

3. Create two icons for each answer: an “on” icon for when the answer has been selected and an “off”
icon for when it hasn’t.
4. The “on” icon file needs to be called on_xxxx – ie. it needs to start with “on_”.
5. The “off” icon is whatever the system finds that isn’t called on_xxxx but calling it off_xxxx is helpful
for future reference.

Step 2. Associate the icons with the appropriate list and list entries
1. In the menu Setup/Maintenance, select Lists. If you already have an appropriate list that you’re using
in your templates you can make changes that to have the icons associated with each answer,
otherwise you will need to start a new list.
2. Click on the list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation) name, go to the “Additional attributes for
list entries” tab and tick the box that says “Associated image or document” – this tells magic5 to
display a prompt so that each list entry can have images associated with it. Save.

3. Click on List entries (on-line documentation) and for each list entry (existing or added using the 'Add
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Item' button) go to the Additional attributes tab and click on “Add attachment”. This opens a browser
where you can select the first of your image files (eg the 'off' version). Click the Add button to reopen the browser where you can select the second image file (eg the 'on' version). Save.

Step 3. Amend the template to use images instead of a 'normal' list
or multiple choice
1. Open the required template (Setup/Maintenance Menu->Maintain Templates ('Template' in the online documentation)->[your template name]).
2. After amending the template the device will need to Receive Updates ('Device menu' in the on-line
documentation) for these changes to be incorporated.
3. If you don't have a question set up already use the Add Item ('Item type' in the on-line
documentation) button and select Multiple choice ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line
documentation) from the menu. Select the required list and tick both boxes to "Arrange horizontally"

and "Use list entry images instead of text".

4. If you already have the question set up as a multiple-choice type, then click on the item within the
template listing and follow the procedure above.
5. If you already have the question set up and it’s a drop-down list type then:
6. Click on the existing item and make a note of the unique name. Close the pop-up box.
7. In the template item listing, right click on your drop-down list item and select delete.
8. Add in a new multiple choice item (see previous box) giving it the same unique name as the item
you’ve just deleted.
9. Re-using the unique name protects historical data so these steps can be omitted if this is not

required.
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1.5 Set up a simple form
Before you start
1. Do you need data to be collected as well as the
signature? If so, what format is the data to be in eg. free text, date, numerical, a list item, a multiplechoice answer?
2. Do you need to display some text for the
signature to acknowledge? Such as a dislaimer or
acknowledgement of terms & conditions. Prepare
this text.
3. Do you need to send emails confirming receipt of
the signature? Your customer will probably want a
copy of anything that they have signed and the
simplest way is to email them a copy.

Why do I need to set up all these
different parts of a template?
1. magic5 collects mobile data tool to populate
sophisticated reports. This data needs to be
categorised into areas that might or might not
appear on the report.
2. As the same template is used on the device things
that need to appear on the report that would only
clutter up the screen. This means that some parts
of the template need to be hidden on the device.
3. It is essential to keep all this related data in the
same place, but that requires a high level of
organisation and division into documents (some
are optional, some mandatory), pages to organise
the device user's workload and sections to group
things on the device and on the report.

Step 1. Create a new template
1. In the Setup/Maintenance menu, select 'Maintain Templates'.

2. Click the 'Add Template' button at the bottom of the list of templates. This brings up the following screen
where you need to enter an identifying name and a description that will mean something to your
administration and device users and anyone viewing the report.

3. Click the Save button which will create the empty template and add it to the list.
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Step 2. Add a document, a page and a section
1. Click on your new template in the Full Template List.

2. Click on the Add Document button.

3. Enter a name and description (you may find yourself duplicating descriptions). Tick the 'Mandatory' box if
this document must be completed (for proof of delivery this is probably true) and ignore the 'Unique name'
prompt. You can also ignore the 'Report' tab. For more details on creating documents, go to the Document
help page ('Document' in the on-line documentation). Save.

4. Click on the Add Page button and enter the page name. This is the name that will appear in the tab at the
top of the device to aid the user to fill in details. For more details on creating pages, go to the Page help
page ('Page' in the on-line documentation). Save.
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5. Click on the Add Section to Page button and enter the section description. This name may or may not
appear (depending on detailed settings) on the page on the device to break up items for the device user.
For more details on creating sections, go to the Section help page ('Section' in the on-line
documentation). Save.

Step 3. Add data item types to your section
1. Click on the Add Item ... button and select your data item type from the large list that appears (more detail
available at the Item Types help page ('Item type' in the on-line documentation)). This example will use a
date, a multiple-choice and a drop-down list in this section.
2. Click on the Date button on the Add Item list and enter the text that will tell the device user what date to
enter here. For more details on Date item types go to the help page ('Item Type - Date' in the on-line
documentation). Save.

3. Click on the Multiple-choice button on the Add Item list and enter the text that will tell the device user what
they are choosing for and select the correct list name from the drop-down list titled 'List name'. The list
'Delivery type' has already been set up to contain items 'parcel' and 'letter' - see List help pages ('Create
list' in the on-line documentation) for more information. For more details on Multiple-choice item types
go to the help page ('ItemType - Multiple-choice' in the on-line documentation). Save.
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4. Click on the Drop-down list button on the Add Item list and enter the text that will tell the device user what
they are choosing for and select the correct list name from the drop-down list titled 'List name'. The list
'Delivery recipient' has already been set up to contain various possible recipients - see List help pages
('Create list' in the on-line documentation) for more information. For more details on Drop-down list item
types and allowing list items to be added while the form is being filled in go to the help page ('ItemType Drop-down item' in the on-line documentation). Save.

Step 4. Add text item types to your section
1. Click on the Fixed text button on the Add Item list and enter the text that you wish to display. For more
details on Fixed text item types go to the help page ('ItemType - Drop-down item' in the on-line
documentation). Save.
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Step 5. Add signature capture to a section
1. Click on the Text button on the Add Item list and enter the wording that will guide the device user to enter
the data you need. In this case, it has been made a mandatory item so that the form cannot be regarded
as complete until this data item has been entered. For more details on Text item types go to the help page
('ItemType - Text item' in the on-line documentation). Save.

2. Click on the Signature button on the Add Item list. There are no fields that must be filled in here but
details on how Signature item types can be tailored to your needs go to the help page ('Item Type Signature capture' in the on-line documentation). Save.

Step 6. Add photo capture to a section
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1. Click on the Photo button on the Add Item list and enter the wording that will guide the device user to enter
the data you need. It is always useful to have a photo capture function on a template as supporting
evidence - even a proof of delivery form might benefit from a photograph of where/how the item has been
left on the premises. For more details on Photo item types go to the help page ('Item Type - Photo' in the
on-line documentation). Save.

Step 7. Add an automatic action
1. Look at the template that you have created and see how it has taken shape. At present it will collect the
data required and a report will be sent back to the administrator's website when uploaded from the device
(see below). However it is also possible to send a copy of the report to a customer, or even just an email
notification to the administrator to alert them to look at the uploaded report.

2. Click on the Add Action ... button underneath the part of the template's lifecycle that should trigger the
action. In this case, we are using 'When a report is received from the device (Incomplete or Complete)'
which is triggered when the form is manually or automatically uploaded from the device. Select 'E-mail
notification (no attachments)' from the list and fill in a description and an e-mail address from which the email is to be sent. For more details on Template Actions go to the help page ('Template action' in the on-
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line documentation). Save.

3. Click on the Recipients tab and fill in the e-mail address of the recipient. More complicated options are
available - for more help go to the help page ('E-mail notification (no attachments)' in the on-line

documentation). Save.

Step 8. Associate this template with the relevant customers
1. If you wish to associate this template with all customers then tick the box next to the required template in
the Full Template List (Setup/Maintenance menu and Maintain Templates if you are not already there).
Then click on the Add to all customers button which will add just the indicated template to all customers.
To find out more about Customers visit the help pages.
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2. If you only wish to add the template to a specific customer, select Customer from the Setup/Mainentance
menu and select the customer from the list that appears there. Click on the Add Template button (or the
Add All Templates which will include the one you have just made) and select the template name from the
drop down list.

3. To find out more about attachments for customers go to the help pages ('Attachments for a customer' in
the on-line documentation).

Step 9. Save and transfer the template to your device
1. Open magic5 on your device and the new data should be downloaded automatically.
2. If magic5 is already open or the new template does not appear, select Receive updates from the menu.
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3. Select New Form from the Device menu and select customer, location and the name of the template you
have just created. You will then see an empty form with all the items added above.

4. On completion, save using your device menu or use the 'back' button to return to the previous screen and
you will be asked whether to save or cancel. If you save, you will be given the opportunity to release the
report and it will be sent back to the server for viewing on the administrator's website. Click the Release
button and, if necessary, return to the Device menu and select Send Reports to explicitly send the data to
the server.
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5. On the administrator's website, select Completed Reports from the Reports menu and you should see your
completed form (now referred to as a report) in the list.

6. Click on the completed report to view the data that has been collected on the device.
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1.6 Set up a drawing annotation
Before you start
1. Create or identify the drawing to be
annotated This is likely to be a floor plan or site
map and may have been provided by a
customer, or be held or created in-house. More
than one drawing can be used.
2. Create or identify icons if required These
maybe industry or regulatory standards,
supplied by a customer, or developed in-house.
The size of the icons will depend on the
drawings to which they relate - magic5 will
shrink them for the menu on the device, but they
will be actual size on the drawing.

Why would I use drawing
annotation?
Common uses include
1. Building surveys
2. Risk assessments
3. Vehicle inspection
4. Any drawing that your business would like to
mark up for internal use or dissemination to a
customer.

Overview of process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step 1. Upload drawing
Step 2. Upload icons
Step 3. Customise colour pallette (optional)
Step 4. Create drop-down list for device user to select the drawing to use
Step 5. Create drawing annotation item on the device

Step 1. Upload drawing
1. Open the list entries (on-line documentation) of the list that will contain the drawing. If
necessary create a list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation), giving a suitably meaningful name
and ticking the boxes next to Associated image or document and Metres per pixel in the Additional
Attributes for list entries tab.
2. Enter text that will enable the device user to identify the drawing in the list.
3. In the Additional Attributes tab click Add Attachment and select the required drawing to upload.
4. Optionally, in the Additional Attributes tab, enter the Metres per pixel figure. This is obtained by
taking the height or width of the drawing in pixels (as shown in the drawing's properties) and dividing
it into the actual distance that it represents. This will provide a default distance for lines drawn using

tools.

5. Save.
6. Repeat (if required) until all relevant drawings have been uploaded.

Step 2. Upload icons
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1. Open the list entries (on-line documentation) that will contain the icon to be available for annotating
the drawings. If necessary create a list ('Create list' in the on-line documentation), giving a suitably
meaningful name and ticking the box next to Associated image or document in the Additional
Attributes for list entries tab.
2. Enter text that will identify the icon for future amending (this will not appear on the device).
3. In the Additional Attributes tab click Add Attachment and select the required icon to upload.
4. Save.
5. Repeat (if required) until all relevant icons have been uploaded.

Step 3. Customise colour pallette (optional)
1. Open the list entries (on-line documentation) for the colour pallette. If necessary create a list
('Create list' in the on-line documentation), giving a suitably meaningful name and ticking the box
next to Colour in the Additional Attributes for list entries tab.
2. Enter text that will identify the colour on the device (eg green, alert, neutral, not inspected).
3. In the Additional Attributes tab change the Colour shown if not as required.
4. Save.
5. Repeat (if required) until all required colours have been included in the palette.

Step 4. Create drop-down list for device user to select the drawing
to use
1. Open the template that will contain the drawing annotation by clicking on it in the template list. If it
does not yet exist, create a new template ('Template' in the on-line documentation).
2. Click Add Item in the required section and select Drop-down list.
3. Main tab: enter a meaningful question for your device user (eg 'select floor plan') and select the list
name from Step 1 under List name.
4. Advanced tab: it is recommended to change the Unique name to something meaningful, but this is
not essential. Make a note of this unique name - it is needed in step 4.

Step 5. Create drawing annotation item on the device
1. Open the template that will contain the drawing annotation by clicking on it in the template list. If it
does not yet exist, create a new template ('Template' in the on-line documentation).
2. Click Add Item in the required section and select Drawing annotation (or Drawing location).
3. Main tab: the question is not essential, but may help to guide your device users. Mandatory, pen
width, etc can be left as they are.
4. Advanced tab: requires the unique name noted down in item 4 of Step 4 to be entered in 'Unique
name' of item containing the drawing to use. Everything else in this tab can be left as-is.
5. Straight line, Spider and Chain tool tabs all have the same prompts. These do not need amending,
but tick (or untick) the Enable [tool type] tool to allow (or disallow) the device user to select that tool
type.
6. Icon box tool is enabled by ticking the Enable icon placement. Select the list name from Step 2 under
Icon list.
7. Save.
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8. For more information on the above tabs, see Drawing annotation help page ('Item Type - Drawing
location' in the on-line documentation).
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